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AutoCAD Architecture and Operation The basic architecture of AutoCAD 2018 is identical to that of previous versions, except
for a few noteworthy changes. For example, in AutoCAD 2017, part drawing and parameter management were integrated into a
single document. AutoCAD 2018 is the first release to support full, side-by-side drawing of an assembly. This section provides

an overview of the overall architecture, including the document handling and workspace, drawings, and object management
features. The overall architecture of AutoCAD is shown in figure 1. The basic architecture of AutoCAD 2018 is identical to
that of previous versions, except for a few noteworthy changes. For example, in AutoCAD 2017, part drawing and parameter

management were integrated into a single document. AutoCAD 2018 is the first release to support full, side-by-side drawing of
an assembly. This section provides an overview of the overall architecture, including the document handling and workspace,
drawings, and object management features. Figure 1. AutoCAD Architecture and Operation Overview The architecture of

AutoCAD includes the following components: The Document Manager (document) controls drawing, printing, and all other
document-related activities. (document) controls drawing, printing, and all other document-related activities. The Tool Manager

(tool) manages drawing-related tools and performs drawing-related tasks. (tool) manages drawing-related tools and performs
drawing-related tasks. The User Interface (UI) provides a graphical user interface (GUI) and other features to the user. provides

a graphical user interface (GUI) and other features to the user. The Application Services (AS) manages the runtime
environments and provides functionality to the User Interface and Tool Manager. The standard AutoCAD installation consists of

the following folders and files: Apps/2K18/launcher/ (AutoCAD files). (AutoCAD files). Apps/2K18/launcher/systems/
(Program Manager settings files). (Program Manager settings files). Apps/2K18/launcher/systems/accounts.ini (account

information file). (account information file). Apps/2K18/launcher/systems/default.ini (system defaults file). (system defaults
file). Apps/2K18/launcher/systems/executable.ini (executable settings file). (executable settings
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File A typical AutoCAD Serial Key drawing file contains the following: A Drawing File Definition (Drd) file containing
information such as, the project name, date the drawing was made and other drawing properties; A Layers file containing

references to objects in the drawing file and their scales; Object, Entity, Block and Group data stored as blocks; Entity
definitions, including entities linked to the drawing file, block definitions, views, filters and other entities. An example of a.dwg
file is shown in Figure 1. Visible vs. hidden entities When working in AutoCAD, one may often inadvertently create an entity or

group of entities that are hidden and cannot be selected. This may be the result of accidental or manual changes to the Entity,
Block, Group, Feature or View block types, through manipulation of the Entity inspector and Drawing Style panel, or editing,
pasting or duplicating entities. In order to prevent accidentally hiding entities, AutoCAD provides a system of "visible" and

"hidden" entities that can be assigned to a particular layer. This means that any entity that is defined as being visible, or above a
specified level of the drawing layers, will not be hidden by other entities. Extended Entity Management AutoCAD's underlying
data representation is represented in Extended Entity Management (XEM) tables, and contains over 18 billion records. XEM
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provides AutoCAD with the ability to edit and delete many different types of Entity Records, including those stored in the
Blocks, Layers and Objects Databases. Advanced Entity Management AutoCAD Advanced Entity Management (AEM)

provides the user with more complex and organized entity management. The AEM features and its capabilities include: The
ability to organize information in a hierarchical structure. The ability to manage xrefs (External References), name fields,

multiple common fields, and a global tag field. The ability to sort entities by Tag and xrefs. The ability to tag xrefs as belonging
to a specific group. AEM also includes a few features that are not found in the standard Entity Management module. They
include: The ability to make the global tag field group-based. The ability to aggregate xrefs by a parameter, such as Symbol

Name, Description, Tag, and the ability to group by common parameters and then sort by parameter, such as Symbol Name or
Description. The ability to define groups of xref a1d647c40b
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AutoCAD License Key

Draw a rectangle Start the rectangle tool, and draw a rectangle.

What's New in the AutoCAD?

Drafting and Drawing Tools: Access the toolbox instantly from the command line and choose the tool you need. (video: 1:26
min.) Import From Others: The Import From Others tool helps you incorporate drawings from multiple CAD systems or
Internet URLs into AutoCAD. (video: 1:15 min.) AutoCAD Basic: Create precise cuts and delete parts of your model. (video:
1:30 min.) Structure Tools: Relocate parts of your drawing or model while retaining exact connection to other parts. (video: 1:31
min.) Projections, Coordinates, and Tools: Project your drawing onto your work area for easy viewing. Display the current or
latest plot or dimensioned coordinate directly in the command line. (video: 1:26 min.) Surfaces and Textures: Draw and edit
surfaces or text, for added realism and flexibility. (video: 1:17 min.) Tagging: Enhance your AutoCAD drawings by adding
dynamic and precise tags. (video: 1:30 min.) Visualization: Use visualization to quickly explore and modify your model. (video:
1:26 min.) Simulation: Simulate your design by triggering actions to perform calculations or run simulations. (video: 1:24 min.)
Architecture: Efficiently render your drawing to create interactive 3D visualizations. (video: 1:31 min.) Scenarios: Design an
automatic report with scenarios to easily see and use the results of calculations. (video: 1:15 min.) Subscriptions: Maintain
subscription-based distribution, or updates, without causing the entire project to rebuild. (video: 1:15 min.) Stacking and
Sharing: Quickly add or share your drawing to the cloud. (video: 1:24 min.) Scene Management: Manage a drawing session by
managing your drawings, plots, and external files in a folder. (video: 1:22 min.) PIE: Install a new drawing from a new device.
(video: 1:30 min.) Export to PDF: Export your drawing to PDF or other file formats. (video: 1:
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 7 64-bit or higher. Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E7400 2.93 GHz or equivalent (6 core
processor required) Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Disk Space: 20 GB free space Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible DirectX:
Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection with minimum 4 Mbps download speed Additional Notes: This application
requires a full installation of Ubisoft’s UPlay program. It is NOT compatible with the standard
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